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Disclaimer and important notice

This presentation contains forward looking statements that are subject to risk factors associated with oil and 

gas businesses. It is believed that the expectations reflected in these statements are reasonable but they may 

be affected by a variety of variables and changes in underlying assumptions which could cause actual results 

or trends to differ materially, including but not limited to: price fluctuations, actual demand, currency 

fluctuations, drilling and production results, reserve estimates, loss of market, industry competition, 

environmental risks, physical risks, legislative, fiscal and regulatory developments, economic and financial 

market conditions in various countries and regions, political risks, project delay or advancement, approvals 

and cost estimates.

All references to dollars, cents or $ in this presentation are to US currency, unless otherwise stated.

References to “Woodside” may be references to Woodside Petroleum Ltd. or its applicable subsidiaries



Pay Respect To Country



Assign groups

We will be voting via Mentimeter. 

www.menti.com

For the voting, we will split in two groups

Left side of room, seats 1-5 Group 1

Right side of room, seats 6-10 Group 2

This is only an experiment…maybe

Please inform those who are late in which group they are



Disclaimer

We are NOT subject matter experts!

Many slides have a lot of text. This is done on purpose, so you can refer back to the slide pack later.

We do grossly oversimplify the examples, we just want to get the message across

This is a difficult subject and some of the concepts might be new to you. This might make it difficult for you to accept 
these concepts. 

You will find that you will not be able to successfully complete some of the tasks in this masterclass.

Do not feel flustered, you are just human!

What we are going to say is controversial, so we are open for debate, you do not have to accept what we say!

We only ask of you that you give us a fair chance

By the way, we will cheat during this presentation
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This presentation is based on the work by Daniel Kahneman

Daniel worked closely with Amos Tversky and together they laid the foundation for what is called “prospect theory”.

Prospect theory states that people make decisions on the potential value of losses and gains relative to their 
reference point rather than the final outcome

Although their core discipline is Psychology, their work received a Nobel price in Economics in 2002

Unfortunately Amos had passed away, otherwise both of them would have received the Nobel price.

Their theory and recommendations are still used on a daily basis by decision makers including top dogs on Wall 
Street



1. Internal mechanisms: System 1 vs System 2

2. External influence: Anchoring, etc. 

3. Wrapping it all up: Prospect Theory
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Aim

We have observed on many occasions that people are disappointed by or do not understand decisions made by:

• people in their family

• politicians 

• managers

• team leads

• …. 

We hope that this presentation will give you a better understanding on what factors influence the decision making 
process.

As a minimum, we hope that you reflect on how YOU make decisions



Perception, a story: The Mechanic and The Surgeon

“I open up the engine, fix the valves and close it up…

…why do you get paid so much more than I do?”

“… Try it with the engine running on a vintage car”



Aim: to understand the way our mind makes decisions

Dr, what you say is NOT logical!

Spock, don’t worry, I am human

We want to be the best of both



How do you solve problems?

?
Let’s do a test



Quiz

I am going to ask you four questions.

Each question has a five second time limit



1

X

2 3 4

X X X

EXAMPLE FORMAT



1

What am I?

2 3 4

What is 

17 x 23?

What is the 
Capital of 
France?

Read this section 
as fast as possible 

and count the 
words on the go



Results

We will get to the results in a moment 

What is my age?

Fast; which we will call System 1:
Angry Baboon

Capital of France

Slow; which we will call System 2:
17 x 23 =     391

Word count 14

You will have noticed that you needed more time to answer some of the questions. 

Why is this?

There are two systems in your brain, often competing with one another:

Results. How did you do? 



Examples:

• Reaction to sound, such as a fire alarm

• 2 + 2 = ?

• Reading words on a large billboard

• Driving on an empty country road

• Complete the phrase “bread and ..”

• Detecting hostility in a voice

All the above happens automatically, 
involuntary and fast. 

You can not stop it occurring. However, 
by paying attention (which takes effort), 
you can compete with it.

System 1
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System 2

Examples

• 17*27=

• Reverse park in a narrow garage

• Fill out tax form

• Check validity of a complex argument

All of the above need to be analysed by the brain. 

It takes time and energy.

Humans have evolved to be efficient – it takes a lot of 
convincing to make the brain use System 2. 



As we have seen in the video, it is almost impossible to do two System 2 tasks at the same time.

If you are asked to calculate what 17 x 27 is while you are reversing your car in a narrow garage, you have two 
options:

• Stop the car and do the calculation

• Finish the calculation after you stopped the car

Some tasks that require intense focussing makes you blind for other things

As Specialists in a complex discipline, our work is primarily System 2 

Yet, how often are we distracted by other System 2 tasks?

• Buying a house?

• Starting a family?

• Will I resign and work for another company?

System 2: Limitations
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJG698U2Mvo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJG698U2Mvo


Take a short moment to let all of this sink in



System 1 and 2

Systems 1 and 2 are both active whenever we are awake 

• System 1 runs automatically 

• System 2 is normally in a comfortable low-effort mode, in which only a fraction of its capacity is 
engaged

When System 1 runs into trouble, System 2 takes over

• If you see a cat that barks, System 1 cannot explain it. It has no prior experience to query. 
System 2 is engaged to understand and explain. 

But what happens if you don’t realise something’s wrong?

What happens if there isn’t any information to tell you something’s wrong?



Tricks and traps

System 1 makes an instantaneous decision on how long the lines are.

It is unable to recognise that both lines are same length

Once you are told of the illusion, System 2 is able to analyse this and understand (agree/disagree).  

System 2 overrules System 1 and we accept the outcome, however do we feel comfortable?

To make logical decisions to complex problems we need to consciously engage in System 2



Tricks and traps

How many shapes are there?

Which man is the tallest?

There are 3. The fourth is imaginary 



Tricks and traps

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmkaVoLoFEU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmkaVoLoFEU


Just to keep you awake..

Example:

Start with the number 5294

Add “one” to each digit 1111

…the new number is 6305

If the total goes above 10, you do not carry the 1: 

9+1 becomes 0



Just to keep you awake..

Test:

Start with the number 6305

Add “one” to each digit 1111

Add “three” to each digit 3333

Add “five” to each digit 5555

….the new number is ????

Even a simple task takes enormous mental effort (e.g. when needing to memorise and calculate at the 
same time).

System 2 is lazy. It needs to be motivated and trained on a regular basis 



Self control

Your behaviour is controlled by System 2 !

In society we need to behave politically correct, outburst of anger and unacceptable behaviour are not tolerated.

System 1 which is impulsive needs to be held in check by System 2

Examples of overload of System 2:

1) we put a very heavy load on System 2 such as difficult arithmetic or copying numbers from one table to 
another

2) we have a deadline that we will not be able to meet

3) we are tired and/or stressed

System 2 does not keep up with System 1 and we react more emotionally

So, self control requires attention and effort. System 2 is controlling our thoughts and behaviours



Depletion of System 2 Resources

System 2 needs to suppress System 1. But it takes energy!

Examples:

1. Controlling your emotional response during a challenging Peer Review

2. Respond kindly to a colleague’s bad behaviour

3. Ghosts do not exist when you walk in a graveyard at night, yet System 1 still influences

All this causes depletion of System 2 which results in a degradation of performing in cognitive tasks.

We need to be fit, healthy and well rested to make right decisions

Remember the last time you had a conflict ? 



Bananas Vomit



Bananas Vomit

System 1 responded straight away.
Unpleasant images of vomit, which can result in a dislike of bananas (don’t worry, it will go away)

System 2 tells you that this is not possible, but it takes time to react and tell System 1 it is wrong

System 1 fools you on a regular basis



Your turn

Split in to small groups, people sitting next to you, max 3 persons

Discuss how you have experienced system 1 and system 2

This will take 10 - 15 minutes

Share your experience with Mentimeter open text

www.menti.com 

code: 83 87 59

Q1



What is next?

SHORT break



What is next?

Now we know how System 1 and 2 work, let’s look at several 

situations and see how the average person responds to it

Contents of Section 2:

1. Anchoring

2. Priming

3. Availability

4. Framing

5. Loss Aversion

6. Sunk Cost

7. Regression to the Mean

8. Base Rate

9. Expert Opinion

10. Planning Fallacy



Experiment

Group 1, please go to www.menti.com with code: 67 14 39

Group 2, please go to www.menti.com with code: 10 47 45

Q2 Q3



Anchoring: Karri Tree what the control groups said

Group 1

Is the height of the tallest karri tree more or less than 200m? 

What is your best guess? 156m

Group 2

Is the height of the tallest karri tree more or less than 40m? 

What is your best guess? 82m

Q2a Q2b S

This is called anchoring (System 1)

It is common to see a factor ~45%. 

200m40m ~82m ~156m

4444 x 45% = 72160m



Anchoring

Anchoring happens when..

• …“people consider a particular value for an unknown quantity before estimating that 
quantity”

• …you include a possible answer in your question

Scarily…

• German judges with >15 years on average

1. Read a description of a woman who had been caught shoplifting

2. Asked to roll a pair of dice, which were loaded to show either a 3 or a 9.  

3. Immediately following the roll, the judges were asked if they would sentence the 
lady to a term in prison greater or lesser, in months, than the number showing on 
the dice. 

4. Finally, the judges were asked to specify the exact prison sentence they would give 
to the shop lifter.

• On average:

• Those that rolled a 9 sentenced her to 8 months

• Those that rolled a 3 sentenced her to 5 months. 

The anchoring effect was 50%. 



Are we really in control?

• We like to think we are ‘independent’ thinkers

• However we are also influenced by our environment (often without realising it)

The Priming Effect

Title of Presentation 358 March 2018

When you “prime” somebody, you give them a context before you ask a question.

It is very likely that the person will give an answer that relates to context



Words:

• If you have recently seen or heard the word clean, you are temporarily more likely to fill in so_p

as

Images:

• Similarly, images can have the same effect:

Exposure: Mental Effects
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soap rather than soup.



Study set-up:

• Students were tasked with making four word sentences from five ‘random’ words. 

• EG: “finds, he, it, yellow, instantly”  “he finds it instantly”

• After the task, students were asked to walk down a hall way to fill out a form before leaving.

Exposure: Physical Effects
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Interestingly, if the words related to the elderly (gray, bald, wrinkle, etc.), students walked down the hall-

way slower! 

Weirdly, this also happened in reverse! 

If students were asked to walk in a circle at 1/3 our normal speed,

“participants were much quicker to recognize words related to old age, such as forgetful, old and

lonely”. 

Coherent reaction: Once primed to think of old age, you act old, which reinforces thinking of old 

age…

This is known as the ideomotor effect. 

Exposure: Physical Effects
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• Five money themed words (high, a, salary, desk, paying) used to make a four word sentence. 

Relative to a control group, money primed people showed more individualism:

• Self reliance: persevered almost twice as long in trying to solve a very difficult problem before asking for 

help.

• Selfishness: they were much less willing to spend time helping other students who pretended to be 

confused about an experimental task.

• A greater preference for being alone
• Participants were told they would be meeting another person.

• Participants were asked to set up two chairs while the experimenter left the room to retrieve the other person.

• If money primed, they chose to sit further away (118 vs 80 cm). 

“…a reluctance to be involved with others, to depend on others, or to accept demands from others”

Exposure: What about money?
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Study Set-Up:

• Eight parole judges (ave. 22 years as a Judge) review parole requests over the course of a 

day. 

• Each parole request is presented randomly (time wise) throughout the day.

• Study covered 40% of all parole cases in the country over a 10 month period. 

FOOD FATIGUE: Default Choice

Title of Presentation 408 March 2018

time

Proportion 

Favourable

Q) On the below graph, can you see where morning tea, and lunch are?



1. Sedentary behaviour reinforces a style of thinking – walking meetings/problem solving sessions?

2. Does our environment reinforce a specific way of thinking?

1. Colours ? (blue/green promotes creativity)

2. Sun? (we’ve all felt the effects of team meetings outside)

3. Idea Fear? (being overheard by peers/other teams)

3. Can we be primed to dis/agree before having seen results?

1. Job titles?

2. Biasing others (“this issue is so complex it cant have a solution”)

4. Are you hungry? Are you exhausted from choice? Are you suffering from decision fatigue? 

What can we do differently?

Title of Presentation 418 March 2018



Availability

Your answers/decisions are influenced by “the ease at which instances come to mind”

Experiments have found…”fluent retrieval trumps the number of instances retrieved”. 

• The more arguments you are required to produce to support a decision makes you less
confident with that choice. 



The Principle of Availability

Group 1: 67 14 39

Group 2: 10 47 45

Q4



Terrorist attack, the principle of availability

The likelihood that you will be a victim of a terrorist attack is almost zero.

Still people worry, because the media overwhelms you with a lot of information about terrorist attacks

Questions:

1. How much would you pay for insurance that pays $1,000,000 in case of death for any reason?

2. How much would you pay for insurance that pays $1,000,000 in case of death in a terror attack?

Death by terrorist attack

Terrorist Death

People are generally willing to pay significantly more for option 2, 
which is statistically strange.

Unfortunately..

• We are influenced by what comes easily to our minds, and

• We overestimate the probability of unlikely events.

System 2 takes effort, so we replace..

..“what do I think about it” with “how do I feel about it”.



Framing

The way you frame something impacts the reaction of a person

Your doctor tells you that you need an operation:

1) 10% chance you will die

2) 90% chance you will live

Although the outcome statically is identical, your mood will be very different depending on which 
statement you see. 

And its often the case that how we feel about a something impacts how we should think about a 
decision. 



Loss Aversion

This is a very important aspect of our decision making

We dislike the pain of losing, more than the pleasure of winning. 

We just do not like to lose, even if it is better in the long run



Loss Aversion

Group 1: 67 14 39

Group 2: 10 47 45 Toss a coin

Heads you win $15,000, 

Tails you loose $10,000

You are allowed to play only once

Will you do it? Yes or No

or

It is a lot easier for people to predict how they would feel if they were to lose, rather than win.

We tend to weight losses twice as much as gains.  



Sunk Cost

Sunk cost theory relates to our value of the past, and our desire not to ‘fail’. 

However, money and/or time that has already been spent on something should NOT influence further 
decisions.

A roulette player has a bad night and has lost $50,000.

He reflects on his chances to win his lost money back.

System 2: The fact that you have lost money will NOT change the chance of winning at roulette. 

System 1: I want my money back! I have lost so much!

…He continues and looses even more money

But are we any different from the gambler?....the same problem exist when we work on ‘doomed’ projects



Regression to the mean

A lot of events are statistical by nature, hence it is logical that there should be more events close to the 
mean than towards the extreme ends of a distribution...think P50, bell curve.

Given the distribution, there are events at both ends of performance bell curve... 

So extremely good or extremely bad events are followed by events that are closer to the mean.

When Daniel was explaining this concept to an Israeli Air Force Instructor said:

“On many occasions I have praised flight cadets for clean execution of some aerobatic manoeuvre. 
The next time they try the same manoeuvre they usually do worse. 

On the other hand, I have often screamed into a cadet's earphone for bad execution, and in general 
he does better on his next try”.

Do you agree? 



Regression to the mean

Tiger Woods had an average score of 71.933

• Day 1 of a tournament he scores 69, the press responds “Tiger at his best”

• Day 2 he scores 72, he is slaughtered by the press “why is he playing so bad 
after yesterday”

A possible theory is that he was just lucky on Day 1, and playing at his average 
score on Day 2

Think about the other way around

• Day 1 score 76; press “what happened, is he out of shape?”

• Day 2 score 72; press “he has recovered from yesterday” 

Is there any recovery? Perhaps it’s just the fluctuation in luck?



Base Rate

Group 1: 67 14 39

Group 2: 10 47 45 

John is a very introvert man, he is not married. He reads a lot and does not like to be with other people. 

What is more likely?

A) John is a Librarian

B) John is a Farmer

300,000 farmers in Oz

15,617 librarians on 1st July 2013

So, it is more likely that John is a Farmer.

His personality plays a minor role if the base rate is as 
obvious as in this example



Group 1: 67 14 39

Group 2: 10 47 45 

Linda is thirty-one years old, single, outspoken and very bright. She majored in philosophy. As a student, 

she was deeply concerned with issues of discrimination and social justice, and also participated in anti-

nuclear demonstrations. 

Which is most likely?

• Linda is a bank teller

• Linda is a bank teller and is a feminist. 

85% of college graduates at major universities in America choose option 2. 

Base Rate
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All bank tellers

Feminist 

bank 

tellers



Expert Intuition

Two camps:

Daniel Kahneman and Paul Meehl: 

• Humans are easily fallable. 

• Simple algorithms often outperform experts. 

Gary Klein (Natural Decision Making group)

• True experts exist.

• Using recognition primed decision making humans 
can be experts. 

History of Kahneman and Klein:

• Academic adversaries

• Began a decade long research work program to understand their differences

• Ended up agreeing on some things, not on others

• Recognise that in some situations expertise can arise

• In others, its practically impossible to perform without luck



It depends on the environment, or domain of the expert

There are three things absolutely critical and you need all of them:

1. An environment that is sufficiently regular to be predictable

2. An opportunity to learn these regularities through prolonged practise

3. Frequency of learning is high (fast feedback)

If all of the above conditions are met, it is likely that the expert intuition is correct

Examples:

• Chess

• Operations, identifying top reservoir, …?

Counter examples:

• Long term weather forecast

• Long term field development planning? Reservoir behaviour? 

Expert Intuition



Subjectivity: The Bordeaux Wine Problem

An example of how: 

• Simple (yet smart) formulas can outperform experts. 

• Experts, even with strong evidence, show distrust towards convincing results. 

Can the price of Bordeaux wine be mathematically predicted based on the year of harvest?

Orley Ashenfeller made up a simple formula that takes three things into account:

1) Average temperature during summer

2) Rainfall at harvest time

3) Rainfall during the previous winter

His formula is more accurate (90%) even decades into the future then predictions of wine experts

In French wine circles, the response was between violent and hysterical



Complexity: Apgar score

Problem: 

Babies that are not breathing normally within a few minutes of birth are at a high risk of brain damage or death.

Physicians and midwives used their judgement to determine whether a baby was in distress. Unfortunately, danger 
signs were often missed, and many newborn infants died.

In 1953, Dr Apgar introduced a systematic approach. 

Check: Heart rate, respiration, reflex, muscle tone and colour. Score each 0,1,2.

>7: everything should work out fine

<5: life threatening situation

It is estimated that hundreds of thousands of babies have been saved by this approach



Gary Klein

A firefighter is in burning house and he tells his men to withdraw.

Seconds after they are outside the house, the house collapses.

Klein calls this Recognition Primed Decision 

Steps:

1. System 1 recognises the situation (danger)

2. System 2 checks if the solution will work.

3. Yes, go for it

4. No, System 1 gives an alternative

5. System 2 checks again

6. ….

The above states that 

“Intuition is nothing more and nothing less than recognition”

Meaning...there are time that experts are valuable. And times when simplified analysis can outperform.

It takes a long time to acquire expertise. We do this by collecting a large collection of “mini-events”.

It is estimated that it requires about 10,000 hrs of frequent (daily) dedicated practise to reach expert level performance.



Humans are bad planners 

Significant stats to show we consistently get this wrong.

We rarely include time for unknown unknowns. 

This is most likely important for all of us

Planning Fallacy 
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The Planning Fallacy

Most projects overrun, both in cost and time

In 1997, the new Scottish Parliament building was estimated to cost 
up to 40 million pounds

At completion in 2004, the cost was 431 million pounds

In 2008, cost of average kitchen renovation was budgeted to be 
$18,000 but in reality it proved to be $38,000

• Contractors make the most profit on additions to original plan.

• Customers are unable to imagine how much their wishes will 
escalate over time.

Sydney Opera $7 million  $102 million



The Planning Fallacy

In Government and Industry, the errors in budget planning are not as innocent.

There is a strong personal drive/desire to get the budget for projects approved.

Planners both in Government and Industry, know that projects are rarely abandoned unfinished 
because of overruns in cost or time.

Hence, they knowingly budget too low to get the projects approved.

Planners need to provide a realistic assessment of the cost and time of a project, even if this means 
that the project might be rejected.

The cost, effort and grieve of “fixing” a budget half way through a project is horrendous and therefore 
inefficient and demotivating



The Planning Fallacy

Decisions makers do get exited as well (read: make mistakes) 

They are overly optimistic on the outcome of risky projects, ignoring rational information on gains, 
losses and probabilities. 

They spin scenarios of success while overlooking the potential for mistakes and failure

As a result, they pursue projects that are unlikely to come in on budget or on time
So, we can all name projects that had overrun in cost of time, but we do not seem to learn from our 
mistakes

We get emotionally attached to a project (our baby). This means that we no longer listen to outside 
views (lessons learned). 

It will not happen to us

We have the problem of sunk cost, we have invested money and time and we are to embarrassed to 
admit defeat. 

So, we continue and history repeats itself.



The Planning Fallacy

Examples:

Sakahlin: $B4  $B11

..forgot about logistic issues (half of the year it is inaccessible by boat), 

..Russian territory (policy changes)

Gorgon ~$B36  ~$B73

We always say, ‘this will not happen to us’



The Planning Fallacy

IT CAN BE DONE:

London Crossrail Subway:

2010:

The £14.8 billion funding envelope for the project is a fully inclusive cost, allowing for both 
contingency and expected inflation

2015:

With 85% of the work completed, the project is on-budget and on-time, in spite of its size and 
complexity

2017:

First section is running, completion expected by May 2018

Expected to be on time, close to budget (~£200 million overrun)



Exercise

Think about a project that you’ve worked on 
recently then..

1. Split into eight groups

2. For 15 minutes, discuss at least 2 effects 
from the previous section

Each group to report one highlight

Contents of previous section

1. Anchoring

2. Priming

3. Availability

4. Framing

5. Loss Aversion

6. Sunk Cost

7. Regression to the Mean

8. Base Rate

9. Expert Opinion

10.Planning Fallacy



Break

Back in 10 minutes



Now we get to the beef of it

Prospect theory, gains and losses



Prospect theory

Let’s play four games.
In each game, you can choose only ONCE



Prospect theory

Group 1, 83 87 59

Group 2, 46 63 3

Q7 H

1) Win $900 for sure

2) Gamble: 90% chance to win a $1000, 10% change of winning nothing

Q7 S

Most people choose $900 for sure

The subjective value of $900 is certainly more than 90% chance of $1000

They are risk averse



Prospect theory

Group 1, 83 87 59

Group 2, 46 63 3

Q8 H

1) Lose $900 for sure

2) Gamble: 90% chance to lose a $1000, 10% of losing nothing

Q8 S

Most people gamble

The subjective value of loosing $900 is much more than 90% chance of loosing 
$1000

The sure loss is very aversive, which drives people to take a risk

Q8



Prospect theory

Group 1: 

you are given $1,000, which is yours from now 
on as long as you make a choice:

Choose:

1) Win $500 for sure
2) Gamble, 50% chance to win a $1000

Q9 S

Group 1, 83 87 59

Group 2, 46 63 3

Q9 H

Group 2: 

you are given $2,000, which is yours from now 
on as long as you make a choice

Choose:

1) Lose $500 for sure
2) Gamble, 50% chance to lose a $1000



Prospect theory

In Q9, Group 1: most people take the 100% chance of gaining $500

In Q9, Group 2: most people take the 50% chance of loosing $1000

Why??

It has to do with loss aversion
What ever game you played, you will be richer by at least a $1000 than before, still:

Starting from $1000, gaining $500 feels good, so why gamble on gaining $1000

Starting from $2000, loosing $500 feels horrible, so people gamble, even if they potentially loose a 
$1000

In both cases taking the sure thing would have resulted in $1500, but loss aversion beats logic



SARS Example

Q10 H

Group 1: 67 14 39

Group 2: 10 47 45



Group 1
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Imagine the country is preparing for an outbreak of an unusual disease, which is expected to kill 600

people.

Two alternative programs to combat the disease have been proposed.

If Program A is adopted;

• 200 people will be saved.

If Program B is adopted;

• there is a 33% chance that 600 people will

be saved

• and a 66% chance that no one will be saved.

Imagine the country is preparing for an outbreak of an unusual disease, which is expected to kill

600 people.

Two alternative programs to combat the disease have been proposed.

If Program A is adopted;

• 400 people will die.

If Program B is adopted;

• there is a 33% chance that nobody will die

• and a 66% chance that 600 people will die.

Group 2

The problem and the outcome is the same!



Prospect theory – the “EPIDEMIC” problem

“Save” scenario: Almost unanimously the Gov Officials choose A: they prefer the certain option

“Die” scenario:    Almost unanimously the Gov Officials choose B: they prefer the gamble

Q10 S

So, depending on whether the outcome is described as good or bad, the decision is different
If the outcome is good, we play for sure
If the outcome is bad, we gamble



Prospect Theory

Q11 L Group 1, 83 87 59 Group 2, 46 63 3

Let’s toss a coin, win $150, loose $100

Will you accept the gamble?

The expected value of this gamble is positive (System 2)

Still System 1 is active and is emotional

Q12 L Group 1, 83 87 59 Group 2, 46 63 3

Let’s raise the stake to $15,000 / $10,000?

The fear of loosing is more intense than winning

What is analogue for our Industry?



Prospect theory: Regret

In your head..do you gamble? Yes or No

90% to win $1,000,000   or $50 for sure 

Q13 L Group 1, 83 87 59 Group 2, 46 63 3 

Do you gamble? Yes or No

90% to win $1,000,000   or    $150,000 for sure

Even the prospect of having $150,000 for sure is challenged by the Regret: 

I most likely would have won $1 million

In normal language, how greedy are you?



Prospect theory

The main points in prospect theory are:

Reference point:

Is water warm or cold?

What is current wealth?

Diminishing sensitivity:

The subjective difference between $900 and $1000 …

… is much smaller than the difference between $100 and $200

Loss aversion:

When directly compared or weighted against each other, losses loom larger than gains



Prospect theory

1. Reference point

2. Diminishing sensitivity

3. Loss aversion

Note the psychological value of loss is 
significantly greater than the value of gains
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Prospect theory

Gains Losses

High 
Probability

Low 
Probability

95% win $10,000 or win $9,500

Fear of disappointment

Risk Averse

95% loose $10,000 or loose $9,500

5% win $10,000 or win $500 5% loose $10,000 or loose $500

Hope to avoid loss

Hope of large gain Fear of large loss

Risk Seeking

Risk AverseRisk Seeking



Prospect theory

There is a lot more to prospect theory than I have discussed!

What have we learned so far:

1) System 1 and System 2

2) People are easily influenced (think about anchoring and sunk cost)

3) People are highly loss averse



Wrap up

We hope that we have highlighted that making logical decisions is not easy for us humans.

Furthermore, we hope that you take some points from this and reflect on what it means to you and 
your daily life. 

And we strongly recommend you read the book: Thinking, Fast and Slow by Daniel Kahneman

Do you have more knowledge than you did before?

Do you have more understanding than you did before?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFzDaBzBlL0

timestamped video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFzDaBzBlL0


Questions?

?

Remember,
We have been in System 2 for most of the presentation, 

so our System 2 energy level is depleted

Hence, you might get a System 1 response, which is ….


